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ABSTRACT
?
The present document is a comprehensive and fairly self-contained study
of centrally obscured optical transmittiug 3nd receiving antennas and is intended
for use by the laser radar and communication systems designer. The material
is presented in a format which allows the rapid and accurate evaluation of antenna
g_a_n. The i zesnel approximation to scalar wave theory is reviewed and the
antenna analysis proceeds in terms of the power gain. Conventional range equa-
tions may then be used to calculate the power budget.
The transmitter calculations, resulting in near and far field 8ntenno. gain
. patterns, assumes the antenna is illuminated by a laser operating in the fundamental "
cavity mode TEM00. A simple equation is derived for matching the incident
source distribution to a general antenna configuration for maximum on-axis gain. :
- _ An interpretation of the resul "tant gain curves allows a number of auxiliary design
"_ _ curves to be drawn which display the losses in antenna gain due to pointing errors
_ and the cone angle of the outgoing beam as a func_on of antenna size and cent_-al
• _ obscuration. The use of telescope defoc_siug as an approach to spreading the
beam for target acquisition is compared to some alternate m_thods.
_: Lucorporated into the document is an analysis of optical rece;vers which
includes a discussion of the optical losses at the detector. Direct and heterodyne
,j.
" _ detection schemes are considered separately. Included is a detailed discussion
on the manner in which the local oscillator field distribution across the detector
• _ affects the overall receiver gain in heterodyne systems. "
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_- TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER ANTENNA GAIN
_: ANALYSIS FOR LASER RAD.kR '
_. AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
I. INTRODUCTION !
Laser communication and tracking systems have long been predicted to have '
immense _ap:,city to supplement and extend the capabilities of the more conventional "
microwave and roll meter wave systems. These projections are now being
_. realized in the form of laser tracking systems which have made great adva.uces
i' in the accuracy of orbit determination for both man-made earth satellites aild
_, the moon, as well as in the measurement of point-to-pG_nt terrestrial distances.
i Experimental laser communications systems have been developed and systems .
studies indicate that lasers may represent the opt;mum approach to transferring
• high data rates from earth observational spacecraft to NASA's plalmed Tracking
and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS)-. All of these applications sl_are a
common analytical base, the range equation for either" radar or communications,
One of the most important parameters in the range equation is the ante[ma gain,
for both transmi_ing and receiving antennas. This document had its ertgin in
the recognition ttmt the data available on optical transmitting and receiving
antennas was too sparse and incomplete to provide a reasonable and sufficiently
accurate basis for system design. In addition, much of the available information • ._
was widely scattered among the various scientific and engineering journals and : , ,
often presented in a format not directly useful t_ the systems engineer. It
became obvious that it would be most desirable to generate a set of comprehensive
systems designer-oriented plots which _'ould permit the rapid and convenient " ., ....
determination of transmitting and receiving antenna gain. That has been the authors' .:.'
objective in writing this document. , :,_.-_. e._
Laser communications and radar systems employ conventional telescopes . .. . .:., _.,..
as optical antennas. These telescopes frequently have central obscurations, such ,: . . ._. i';_..
as the _¢:,condary mirror in the Cassegrainian telescope shown in Fig. 1. It was,
therefore, necessary to examine the effects of such obscurations. The narrow _:l-i_ 0_"' " "" :..;.:_-../..:. :
beams (i.e., high antenna gains) associated with laser communications and radar |_;:.,_:_,._,_.*.-
systems require precise pointing and _he systems designer must be able to _:."_:._-.'._7"
relate pointing errors to losses in antenna gain. In addition, the narrow beams,
when coupled with the finite velocity of light, necessitate a point-ahead angle
which must be considered by the systems designer; this imposes a further require-
ment that the system'_ engineer know the distribution of antenna gain with off-axis "_. ........
_ angle. A knowledge of the antenna gain distribu_Ion is of more immediate useflthaess
than the normalized intensity plots previously recorded by Campbell and DeShaze_ z ,_ _,,_.
: " for the near field and by Buck 2 and Kaufman 3 for the far field.
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•_ : The establishment of communications or traoking in a laser system requires _"_
.... that an acquisition sequence be performed, again because of the narrow beams
_" . /_
:_... " - which are usually much narrower than the angular uncertainties which must be :_
_.d4-" . . _ coped wLth by the system. One approach to acquisit_on is to utilize a diverged
_i_.-,_:-.- ' transmitter beam, much wider than the ultimate, beamwidtb required by bit _ "
"-:-'::': " t --•: ..... error rate or tracking accuracy considerations, which ],s diverged to the maximum _ ..".-
'::"..'; -.- .f extent possible within the limits of the required acquisition signal-to-noise ra_o.K'_ -
:_' i One means to diverge the transmitter L.eam is to defocus the optical _ute_na !'_ ""i
'_- ; " which effectively transforms the far field pattern to a near field distribution.
X:__- Defocusing by arbitrary amounts can, however, result in a local intensity
"-_" " _ minimum on-axis in the far field which may be undesirable for acquisition, -i i
.. .- .
__L'_ " 4 _ ii"
•,:"_ . Thus, the effect of defocusing must be considered in detail,
....."..:: ..:_--|.-. in the Fresnel approximation to scalar wave theory and apply the theory to
• . : _',, _.::'.,.
.[J _i:"i: centrally obsctu'ed circular apertures illuminated by C_aussian amplitude wave-fronts of varying curvature using a model described in Fig. 1. The beam is
_, , characterized by a beam width co mea_ure_ from thv _s to the 1/e: intensity
• -4:,-:'.,": point m_d a phase _ront of curvature R. Both quantities are measured in the plane
:'-:_.:'-":_i". containing the secondary mirror. The telescope system is described by two
' : _.- parameters_ a primary radius "a" and a secondary radius "b". The on-axis
power gain is then computed as a function of the yah'iotas parameters ,in both the
near and far field, and an expression ts derived which yields the optimum aperture
• i radius to beam width ratio (a/_)for maximum on-axis gain in the far field as _'
, - ! a function of obscuration ratio (b/a). The off-axis near and fax field power gain ._,,__
. distributions are then computed for the optimum antenna configurations. A
series of auxiliary design curves allow the rapid evaluation of the on or off-axis
i
: 2 :,_
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• _'-:-. gain, the truncation loss by the ape_q_tre, and the effective cone angle for an •
,,.'_- j., "., . -_
.......:_:_: arbitrary wavelength and aperture size. A comparison is made between unapertured ' .:.,.z,
_:_ _._- laser beams and defocussed antennas when large cone angles are required for
_. _ acquisition. Finally, the use of centrally obscured antenn_ as receivers is -}._
.- --_:-_ -_ considered. Calculations of the-receiver gain are made which include computa .... "-_-_-_-
_:.,_!! tions of the losses due to blockage of the light:by the central obscuration and _i-_-_ ._:
....... - ,. -.. :;,_. -
.:._:!_] itseffe_ on thefielddistributionatthe detector.The.lossesincurredby systems ._,_4_i_"
I "°N_"
utilizing direct detection and heterodyne (or homodyne).detectton are separately- _ _
dis_-_tssed and the procedure for matching the detector dimensions to the telescope _;,_sy_,_m for _tmttm efficiency is co_u_idered in detail.
-. _i_._
,-...-'_C_
2. THE FRESNEL DIFFRACTION FORMULATION "_"'_-_
In ,the preeent analysis, we choose spherical coordinates for the calculation #_.._._
of the field d_.stribution at the point of observation (r._,- 0., _. ). Figtu:e 2 shows _
= the diffracting aperture to be in the 00 = _/2 plane-_and a poP,at in the aperture _:_:_
designatedby the coordinates(ro _/2, _0)- , - ___'___
, ,._
...............(, --,'2ni , _.(r_.01 ._,I)a. /"0 • ..', .01........_ :':..
.........-
-+-L/' .... ' ,-.z :
,,.¢,
Y
.
Figure 2. Coordinate System
The distance between points_ r0,, also shown in Fig.2, is obtained from --
• _. . ro_= (x_- xo)_+ (y_- yo)a _ (zl)_
where z0 = 0. In spherical coordtuat_s, the latter expression becomes
_'_-:'i r_l = (rISin01C°s_)1- r°C°s_°)2 + (r_Sin01Sinq_1- r0Sinqb_)_--"_-+''(rtCOs01)_
• . .. _ _
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which reduces to
!
:, rol = r 1 +__- 2--SinO 1 Cos(_ 1 -_b o
I , r12 rl
._ The Fresnel approximat2on assumes that the first two terms of the binomial
i expansion of the square root are adequate. Thus we have
":[ r°l rl k + )/(1 .-= Sin 01 Cos(q_1 _o " (1)
• _. I 2r_ rl
- ";. Huygen's principle states that each point in the aperture is the source of a
I spherical wave weighted by the amplitude of the field at the point. The electric
_ field at the observation point (r 1 , 01 , _1 ) is thus given by an integration over
.. "I the aperture, that is, 4
• _ fa_27r 1 e Eo(ro _o) (2) ,jkrn 1 , dqSorodr 0"" _ E(r1' 01' q51)=-_o Jo Jkrol
where a is the aperture radi_s, X is the wavelength, and k is the propagation i
constant (2_/h). If the field distribution at the aperture is circularly symmetric, i
then Eq. (2) may be written
jk r0/2r -jk Si n0 1Cos(_bl-¢ 0 ) d¢0 r0dr0 _@!!"_" 1 e e i E0 (r0) eE(_l, o_, ¢_): 3_--_ t;
(a)
where we have used Eq. (1) to approximate ro_ in the exponential argument in
('2) and the approximation r01 _- r I in the less critical dcnominator term. The
circular symmetry of our system requires the field at the observation point tn
be independeut of _, and we may, therefore, choose a v_.lue o[ .i,1 for convenience., Choosing _b_ = .- _/2 and using the integral representation of the Bessel functio ---
of the first k_md given by s
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we may write Eq. (3) as
f
-jk jkr 1 jk 2
"_ F,(r I, 01) = ---- e e _os'2rl Jo(kro Sin_l) Eo(ro) rodro. (4)
_- r 1
The latter equation is a valid approximation if the condition
-I
___ 8r--_ + 2 [Sin01] << 1
1
is met. The ab._ve expression is derived from the third term in the binomial
expansion for r 0_ and sets limits on the observation regions for which the ',
" _ Fresnel approximation is valid. =;"
t
3. TRANSMITTER GAIN 1
.
3.1 Definition oi the Optical Antenna Gain }
!
We assume the incident sou;ce function E o (r0) to have a Gaussian amplitude
function (corresponding to the fundamental laser mode) and to be given by the 1"
equation _,_ "
- r0/co 2 jkr0, 2R
where c.Jis the distance from the axis f.o the l_e: iatensity point and R is the [:"_,'i"._
curvature of the phase front at the aperture (See 3ppendix A). The propoltionali_y
constant normalizes the incident power P o,rec the enti_c aperture plane to one, i.e.,
p : [E0(r0)[2 ro,lrod¢ ° (5)
1.
5
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We assume this field function E0 (r 0) to impinge upon a centrally obscured ap-
erture having an opaque obscuring element of radius b. The impinging field is
centered about the telescope axis. Axicon devices and off-axis incident fields
+ will not be considered in the present work. The latter approaches attempt to
" redistribute the field in order _o minimize the obscurat_nn by the secondary
mirror and the resultant degradation in transmitted power. Peters and Ledger 6
consider axicon devices in great detail and note the advantage in particular for
an obscuratlon ratio (b/a) of 0.5. This central obscuration to aperture ratio is
larger than is commonly employed. For smaller b/a values, the improvement
_. in on-axis gain is marginal and does not appear to justify the more stringent
_ alignment tolerances. 7
V
With the substitution of E0 (r0) in Eq. (4), the intensity 8 distribution at the
• _, observation point (rl, 0, ) is given by
[. I(r,, 0) ¢_ e= _ ro/_ e 2 \r I R] Jo(kro Sin O,) rodr ° . (6)
._,-
}
_; The intensity of the radiation field produced at a distance r 1 from a unit power
_ isotropic radiator is, of course, given by
I° 4_r_
In the ensuing calculations, we choose to define the gain by the expression
i i(rl ' 01)
i G(q, 01)- I0 1._%...
8k 2 " J'-'_.-- + 2 .
= o(kr o Sin 01) rodr o (7) : "
-_- e e -r°/'_ II
where the gain depends on r, only in the near field. ---
6
I
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-- It is important to note that the above definition, of gain differs from the
definitJ.on conventionally used in microwave theory ° in that the power of the
"_ isotropic radiator is set equal to the tolzd power (unity) impinging on the aperture
_" plane as opposed to the power actually transmitted by the aperture. The latter
is given by
!.:
::
2 -2 r0/_
- P : _ e ro d ro d¢o
', 77092
"_:: -2b2/0_2 -- e -2 _2/°)2 --_ 1.
t,. = e
-oe
_: Thus, the gain calculated under the present &,finition will be smaller by the
factor (e -2_2_: - e°2a2 ) where a = a/w and 3' = b/a. Our choi-_e o-f definition
_. is motivated by the fact that, for the systems presently under discussion,truncation by the aperture boundary and obscuration by the secondary zepresent
_. real losses hi transmitter power and hence should be included in a calculation
_ of the overall antenna gain. From the conventional definition of gain, we
_. would obtain the result that a/_ -_ 0 (uniform illumination) is optimum for maxi-
mum on-axis gain in the tar field. This is a realistic result only if all of the _' .available energy is actually transmitted by the aperture. Therefore, the con-
--_'_! ventional definition might be appropriate for systems where the energy is re- .._
, distributed by means of an axicon or other device; it is not appropriate for the
_; systems presently under discussiorA. -_
p F
; _ The qualitative behavior of the curves in Fig. 3 can be explained quite .:-
,,
easily. As a very large spot size_ is made smaller relative to the aperture -_'::_
i _:. radius (a/,,_ inerc._sing), less energy is lost due to truncation and the fractional
; power transmitted _.ncreases. For centrally ,obscured antennas ()'_ 0), however, _ .._,.._.: .-_? a further reduution in the spot Size results in a significant fraction being blocked
'._. by the secondary with the net result that the curves corresponding to obscured _ _':
_. apertures exhibit a minimum los_ point. As we shall see later, however, the "
_,. a/-' ratios corresponding to maximum fractional transmission by the aperture
do not coincide with those values which give the maximum on-a):is gain.
I_eturning to F,q. (7) we make a substitution of r._ = s.a, where s is a dimen-, f
sionless variable and a is the aperture radius, and obtain _, ,_
7
I
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where we lmve defined
U=S 2
(_ = _. /O_
)' = b/a
(10)
X : k_Sin _)1
I
I
a _a- 1
.2
Eq. 9 can be rewritten %s
a
GT(a F, _,, X) 4_h (11)' • = _- gT(a, q, "r. X')
' ",2
¢.
_... where _ and .. axe .ys_.m_• *- paxameters X = ka sba ';, is a convenient plotti_cg
pm'ameter for off-axis distributions, 5 includes near field and defocusing effects
•: _:.ld A - " a z is the aperture area. The factor ,t A/k s is the well known upper
: limit on x,atenna gab1 which is obtained for a uniformly illuminated unobscured
') •
circular aperture.
In the following _ections, we examine the function g(,-,, .-, :: , X) which we?
shall refer to as the "transmitter efficiency factor" end which is defined by
tbe equaL, on ,,
.¢,% )
I 12
f4_(:-, , ?,', X) 2a 2 eJ _" e-_ "J,)(X. u) du I . (12) a:_"
>2 i "'
2.20n-A.x2s Gain
A general equation for the on-a:ds antenna efficiency for incident Gauss,an
energy may be obtained by _etting X --=0 in Eq. (12) -xnd performing the rather
simple integration to obtain ,-
AAAA-013
f. 4. _,
... / }gT(a, .2. y. O) 2az: = + e-" _ _ - 2e-_2( "yz+l_cos [50,2 - 1)] _'
2
If we specialize to the far field a_d Ccaussian amplitude plane waves (fi = 0)
impt_,_g on an unobscured aper_re (y = 0), Eq. (13) becomes .:.
.. _.. gv(_t, O, 0, O) = 2 [e-, 2 _ 1]2. (14)
2"
Setting the d__xivative of Eq. (14) equal to zero yields the transcendental¢
,. equation
?'..
1"
-. _. [2_g_.13e-'_ = I (zs) _
c
¢
_: which can be soh'ed numerically or graphically to obtain % = 1.12 for the
aperture to spot size ratio that :tields the maximum on-axis gain for the un-
-_ obs._tred case. The corresponding value of the efficiency factor is equal to !
- • 0.8145.
_. For a non-zero obscuration ratio, Eq. (13) becomes
.:-
•. '_ _ .2 21 2
_. g..r(a,O, 7, O) = __2 [e-,_- _ e " _ _ (16) -"
5
_ If we take the derivative with reapect to a, we again obtain a _r._uscendental
-: equation, that is
: ._._ 2a2 _. 1 e"_2(1-72) : 1 (17) "
-" 2a2_ 2 + 1 _..
%-
_- An. approximate solution obtained using second order perturbation theory (See
j
--..__3___ AppendixB) isgivenby
a_ 1.12- 1.307 "2+ 2.12y 4. (18)
l Eq. (18) gives the optimum aperture to beam width ratio for a general obscuration "
a-d is accurate to withb_ _1% for 7 < 0.4.
10
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-; Figure t illustrates the degradation in the far field efficiency factor experi- -
enced when non-optimum antenna configurations are used. Each curve is labeled
,2 by a p-_a'ticular value of obscuration ratio _,, and the efficiency factor is plotted
(in dB) versus the apert_:re radius to beam width ratio.
2 "* :
.:< ¢¢; t:_ l
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Li 1 .:
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_ ;._ S
°• d 7 =0.0-- ?.7 =0.1 .',
-.-.s _7 -lo -y =0.2-
, _ 7 =0.3
O Y=0.4 _: *
o
_ _ . .. "._",'.."
I I I I i tttl I
i .1 .2 .5 1.0 5,0 lO.O
; ._: a=a/¢_
t:
Figure 4. Far field axial gain relative to41rA,,_asa function of a for
five different obscuration ratios (_) ).
I,
We now consider th(_ on=axis gain in the near field for the optimum antennas
just derived. This can be obtaiued by choosing a particular value for ),, calculating ____
the corresponding value of a from Eq. (18), substituting both values into Eq. (13)
11
-{ ,
* i";.
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and plotting the efficiency factor versus ;._. Figure 5, where we have chosen to
plot 10Logg(a, _, y, 0) versus ,_./2n, clearly displays a series of gain minima.
As we shall see in the next section, these minima correspond to observation
regions where a local intensity minimum (shadow) occurs on-axis in the gain
profile. It is worthwhile to note that the minima occur for unobscured as well
as obscured antennas and, therefore, are not related to the slmdow produced by
the secondary mirror. Instead they result from destructive interference between
the Huygens wavelets. Their positions correspond approximately to the weli-kno_m
intensity nulls which are observed at discrete distances (integer values of f/2.)
from a uniformly illuminated apertureJ In the case of uniform illumination,
the cancellation of electric field is total; Gaussian illumination produces only
partial cancellation. In addition, the positions of the minima are displaced
sligbf_ly in going from a uniform to a Gaussian distribution. Increasing the
obscuration ratio from zero displaces the minima toward larger values of 5.
,. For plane waves incident on the aperture, the fa_- field value of the on-axis
?:. efficiency factor is, of course, the value at :3 = 0. As the distance between the
aperture and the observation plane decreases, ,(_increases. From our definition
for ::., however, other information is obtainable from Fig. 5. The effect of :
phase front curvature at the aperture on the efficiency factor :n either the near
t
or fax- field can be determined by calculating the appropriate value for ,? (includ-
ing both near fiekl and phase curvature terms as given by equation (10)) and _
readiug the corresponding efficiency factor from Fig. 5. Thus, Fig. 5 is a
: concise method for describing an infinite number of experimental situations.
* 3.3 Antenna Gaiz_ Patterns i
_' ..
We now turn our attention to the off.-axis gain (8 _ 0). Figures 6 through 10 _
are computer generated plots of the transmitter efficiency factor given by Eq.
(I2). Details pertaimng to the numerical techniques employed in the c,_lculation i
are inchtded in Appendix C as is a complete listing of the computer program. _,._."":_.::
Each figure assumes specific values for 7 and a. The laLter pararaeter is eal- i_ -"."
c.ulated from Xq. (18) for niaximum axial gain in the far field. The curves dis-
{ played witllin each figure arc labeled by the appropriate _alues of fl/2n° In part ' :
(a) of Figures 6 through 10 values of fl/2_were chosen corresponding to values _
E_'-_-"-" midway between adjacent extrema (maxima and minima) in Fig. 5. In part (b),
] .' vaiues corresponding to the first few extrema in Fig. 5 are considered. Com-
t':'_ing Figs. 6 tlu'ough 10 with Fig. 5 verifies the assertion made in the previous
section that tile minima in Fig. 5 correspond to local intensity minima on-axis _._
i ("shadows" in the central lobe). The maxima in Fig. 5, on the other hand, are
associated with localized enhancement of the gain near the aAs.
12
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Figure 5. Axial gain relative to 4_A/,_ as one proceeds from the far field (fl= 0)to the near "-' _'" ;"
field (,6-/O) for four different obscuration ratios. ]'he same curve can be used to determine the
degradation in the far field gain dueto defocusing (see eq. (10) in the.text). The minimacor-e-
sl_ond to shadows in the central lobe of the antenna pattern. These shodows occur at certain dis-
___tancesfrom the aperture in the near field andalso in the far field when the sy_temis sufficiently _.......
" " ato'e'ocuse-.
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• Figure 6a. Far field (_- 0) and near field (_J O) transmitting antenna gain distributions in dB ' ,-
relative to 4_rA/N2 as a function of the angle 8, from the optical axis of the antenna. The aper-
ture to gausslan spot size ratio c_is chosen to give maximum on,_xis gain in the far _:ield accord-
ing to Eq. (18) in the text. "The near field plots are labeled by the value _=/_and also car-
. respond to fer field gain distributions obtained from defocused antennas.
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Figure 8a. ,Car field (/3,, 0) and near field (_ 0) transmitting antenna gain distributions in dB ""
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ture to gaussian spot siz_ raho c_is chosento give maximumon-axis gain in the far field accord-
ing to Eq. (18) in tho text. The near field plots are labeled by the value _= re_2tTandalso cor-
respondto far field gain distributions obtained from defocusedantennas.
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localized enhancements of the on-axis gain.
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In _ the curves, the efficiency factor is plotted against the dimellsionless
parameter X = ka Sin _i- This is a particularly useful format since the spreading
of the bean- in the far field and the dependence of the cone angle on aperture
size is automatically taken into account. This eliminates cumbersome scale
transformations in going ,from one observation distance to another or to different
= aperture sizes or wavelengths.
r
: 3.4 Transmi_'ter Summary
It is now possil;le to generate several useful curves which _oreatly simplify
= the evaluation of optical antemm.s for a particular application. From gq. (11),
the t-cansmitter gain in dB for a general antenna at an arbitrary observation
" !:o_t is _ven by
%
(19)
Gr(,db)= 10" Log \____?Lz Log[g T /,
The first term of Eq. (19) is plotted in Fig. 11 for several important wavelengths
as a function of aperture radius. The second Lerm, corresponding to the efficiency
factor in dB, is a function of four variables. The on-axis (X = 0) efficiency factor i-
for optimized focused systems ( :- given by Eq. (18)) in the fax- field (:." = 0) is
plotted versus in Fig. 12. Near field or defocusing effects ( : _ 0) on the
:; efficiency factor for these optimized antennas can be estimated reasonably well
: using F_g. 5. Fax- field efficiency factors for arbitrary non-optimum antenna
structures can be obtained from Fig. 4.
: The off-axis (X _ 0) gain normalized to the on-azds gain is displayed in
=$.
::: Fig. 13 for four optimized antennas corresponding to = 0.0, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4. _-
These curws indicate the dB loss in far field gain attributed to pointing error .".-
• %%:_ ._*,"
and are plc_ed versus the angxfiar erzGr in units of :./D radians where D is :_,_;:j_.:.
the antenna aperture diameter, Fig. 13 can in turn be used to define the cone _ "
_ang].eof the outgoing beam, If we choose to define the balf xngle of the cone, ._,
as the ,_ngle fi'om the optical a.xis to the 1/e 2 point on the Dower gain distribution
(Fig. 13), we obtain the curves oresented in Fig. 14. In the latter figore, each .-_,,_..
_haded region is associated _4th its ccrresponding laser wavelength. For a given
aperture radius, the upper and lower limits of t}_e shaded regions are defined
(somewhat ax'bitraFily) by the angular spread of the optimized _mtennas for the
unobscured case L" (y = 0.0) = 0.94."./D] and for an obscuration ratio of 0.4 _.
" = 0.4) = 0.79:',/D; respectively xvhere the latter relations were obtained
from the -8.7 dB (1/e 2) points in Fig. 13. One can interpolate between these
t_,olimitstoobtaincone half-anglesforintermediatevalue_of). --'---
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' Clearly, the total gain of an optimized antemm at any point in the far field
!_ can be obtained by simply summing the separate contributions from Figs. 11,
12, and 13, or from Figs. 6 through 11. The near field gain for optimized antennas
-_ is obtained by summing the contributions from Figs. 5 and 11 or by using Figs. 6
i through 11 depending on whether the observation point is on or off the optical axis.
_ The on-axis far field gains for arbitrary non-optimum antennas are calculated •
i. by summing the contributions Figs. 4 and 11. For systems where the -from
conventional definition of gain as described in Section 3.1 is more appropria:e '
i for analysis, an additional corrective factor is obtained from Fig. 3 and addea
: to the total gain. The latter figure aiso gives the dB loss in total transmitted
: power due to the combined effects of truncation and central obscuration for
< arbitrary a and ),. The individual losses due to _he aperture boundary and '
obscuration can be obtained by reading the truncation loss from the curve
corresponding to -y= 0 in Fig. 3 rind subtractLug that value from the combined
loss.
Figures 6 through 10 indicate that defocusing c_u indeed be used to spread i
the beam continuously over larger angles in iT- _ar .,_ld. Generally as the i
obscuration ratio increases, the g"'.. profile tends to become more undulatory
I
with angle. This lack of "smoothness" in the profile does not prevent the use
of a defocused antenna in the acquisition of a target, however, since most acquisi-
tion techniq_aes merely r__quire the presence of a "star" on which to lock the i :
I tracking servos. For discrete jumps to cone angles :m order of magnitude larger i
or more, one might consider transferring the laser beam to a muca smaller !".,,
parallel antenna or bypassing th_ antenna optics altogether and utilizing the
natural divergence of the laser beam. The on-axis gain in dB of an untruncated
laser beamis _venby !_: -i ':"/8,_2o_\ (20) _.:G(db) = I0. Lot_| " ! ,, <_;,
\
where _o is the radius of the laser beam waist as defi_ed by Siegman _a and is _" _''
_-,.,": ..
typically on the order of a few millimeters. Eq. (20) is plotted as a function of ..._,_,..
waist radius for several notable wavelengths in Fig. 15. The beam divergence --'_._'
in the far field for an untruncated laser beam is given by the expression _°
i
n°"o (21) ?......
c
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,_ and is plot_.ed in Fig. 16. The use of smaller pacallel antennas or untruncated
J laser beams would result in much smoother gain profiles in the far field --
--_ especially when _ompared to highly defocused 03 _ 100) obscured antennas which
exhibit large excursions in the far field intensity of 10 dB and more near the
optical axis as in Fig. 17(b). For systems operating on marginal signal to noise
• ratios, this would be equivalent to "blind" spots in the overall antenna pattern.
In concluding the trm_smitter discuss.ion it is worthwhile to mention that a
general computer program has been developed by R. F. Schmidt _4 which utilizes
I
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vector diffraction theory and is capable of computing the effect of misalignment and
secondary mirror supporting struts on _e Fresnel and Fraunhofer patterns. The
program has been used successfully in the evaluation of several microwave
systems but would require modifications for application to optical and near
infrared wavelength systems due principally to the integration algorithms used.
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3.5 An Illustrative Example
Consider a Cassegrainian optfcal antenna having a 10 cm exit aperture
radius a, a 2 cm secondary mirror radius b, and illuminated by a laser operating
in the Gaussian mode at 10.6 microns. The value of 7 corresponding to this
antenna is thus > = 0.2. The fax field case with plane waves incident on the
: antenna (fi = 0) will be illustrated first, where we assume that the maximum on-
axis gain from the antenna would be desirable. A value for a of 1.07 is obtained
from Fig. 4 or by substitution of 7 into Eq. (18). Maximum on-axis gain for the
far field is found by adding the contributions from Fig. 11 and 12, from which we
obtain 95.5dB and -1.5dB respectively. Referring back to Fig. 4 we can see how
the maximum axial gain of 94 dB decreases with deviations in a from 1.07. Using
Fig. 13 we can anticipate a 3 dB loss in gain for a .55_/D radians pointing error.
, At the 10.6 micrometer CO 2 wavelength this corresponds to a pointing error of
29 microradians. The full cone ar,gle (2D) of the beam in the far field is esti-
; mated to be 92 microradians by _proximating the _ = 0.2 curve in Fig. 14.
If we were to defocus the _xtenna or move our observation point into the i
near field the value of /5 will 'no longer be zero and can be calculated using
" _ Eq. (10). Assuming fi' = _/2_ = 1.46, corresponding to one of the maxima in
Fig. 5 for )' = 0.2, we obtair_ a transmitting efficiency factor o_ -13.9 dB. Adding
the contribution from Fig. 1! yields a total on axis gain of 81.6 dB. The obser-
vation angle corresponding to the -3 dB point relative to the peak of the near field
: gain distribution is found from Fig. 8b to be ka Sin _) = 2.5 yielding 0 = 42 +
: microradians.
P
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4.0 RECEIVER GAIN
i 4.1 Loss Due to the Central Obscuration J
ts ._
- _ We now consider the gain of the previously described telescopes when used A:.
as receivers. We assume that the source of the radiation is sufficiently far
away so that a ,xatform plane wave impinges on the receiving aperture. The
i gain of the receiver is defined as
Ge : ___4TrAe= --47rA(1 - _,2) (22)
'_ 34 I_L
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_ where A =.a 2 is the area of the primary aperture as defined in Eq, (11). The
,_ quantity (1 - 7 2) can be considered a receiver efficiency factor gR(_/) which takes
_ into account the fraction of the impinging light scattered by the central obscuration.
_.i The receiver efficiency factor in dB is plotted in Fig. 18.
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Figure18. Receiverlossdueto the centro_obscurationindB. _ ll_
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4.2 Loss _t the Detector
Although we have used the word '_lescope" throughout the present article,
the primary and secondary mirrors are actually equivalent to a large aperture ,,
1,ms of focal length f. The detector is placed in the back focal plane of this
"lens" and the aperture plane containing the central obscuration lies a distance
d (corresponding to the separation between the primary and secondary mirrors)
_ in front of the "lens". Goodman 11 has shown that the electric field [n the back
,_cal p]a_e is given by
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E(xf, y_) -- - -j-_.f ..................
_ f'_. 7 (23)• j_,_ to(X o, yo) exp .j k[ _-(xox [ _ Y._Yf)J dxodY o
where x0 and Y0 and x_ and yf are the Cartesian coordinates in the object plane
and back focal plane respectively, E° is the ampli_de of the uniform plane wave
impinging on the aperture (object plane), and t,_(Xo, Yc_) is tmity over unobsuu':ed
portions of the aperture and zero over obscured areas. Converting to cylindricnl
coordinates and assuming centrally obscured apertures as before, we ol_t=tin
EO:f, ./f) - j:,.f
_.xn j k ' • 1,
• ' c" i ,'t:_(.'l - ') _l'o'o( o"
u.i
Shine the "object" is circularly symn.etric, the image in the focal plane is inde-
pendent _,f v, and we c:m use _u'guments identical to th_se used in going from
Eq. (3) to (,t) to obtain
< Er,,) -j f <,x_>L \ J,\/J2f l---f) 2 • .Tn ,,I I , " _- 0
E Oa k /1 ' ka,-f ka.f '1 _25_j ._ _,xp j . -:.__ .j,.
: f
where ; : b/a as before.
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Equation (25) gives the distribution of electric field across the detector.
We note from the exponential in Cq. (25) that if the entrance ape's%ire of the
telescope does not lie in the f;'onr, focal plane of _ur equivalent ens" the:', _he
phase front across the detector is not planar. Comparing Eq. (25) with the
expressions in Appendix A indicates that the radius of curvature of the phase
front is given by
c = f (26)d !1
1 -- --
f
4.2.1 Direct Detection
: In a direct detection system; the overall power into the detector is the
: : important quantity. The fraction detected is simply given by
" fo RD f /..f d,_.f
; 2:_. I (t:)
:, :?D="
': il ¢x"
, 277 I (ff) .cf d/: f
r
_ 2 /_,f 4w
where R D is the radius of the detector (assumed to be circular). By definhlg .
the variable u = ka, f/f. the above equation simplifies to _
kaR D t
• b, ";' _ [,ll(u ) _ ; ,ii (..,u)] :l du (28)
D 1 - ) 2 u
i
where the fraction detected is a .function of kaRJf and ,. The fractional power
detected is i_lotted In dB in Fig. 19 aghast the parameter kaI_/f for several
values of .. - ......
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Figure 19. Fractional power detected as a function of 'he antenna obscuration ratio To::d the
quantity ka RD/f where k -- 2_/,_, a ,s the aperture radius of the antenn% R D is the detector
radius and f is the focal length of the antenna. (Direct detection or "matched" heterodyne de- " "-
_ tection described in Section 4.2.2). E _
4.2.2 Heterodyne Detection
In a heterodyne detection system, the electric field is mixed with the local - ....
oscillator field which, for the moment,is assumed to be a uniform plane wave
across the small aperture of the detector. The instantaneous power into the ..__-..--
detector is given.by
: 38
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fc.. P(t) = 27r _D I (pf) pf dpf
:" fo RD (29) _
_" = 2_ [Re {E(pf) ejwTt} + Re {ELoeJCCaL°t-_)}] 2 Rf dpf
where ELO is the real amplitude of the local oscillator field, oJT and %o are
., the transmitter and local oscillator frequencies, and ._).is an arbitrary lag in .
r the longitudinal phase of the two beams. Substituting Eq. (25) into (29) and .':
_: ignoring components associated with frequencies of order 2c_T (which do not lie
within the frequency respons¢ of the mixer), we obtain
kaR D
•. "_,_._ P(t) = 27r_-_ + _k [j l(u) _ ),j 1(7u)] d sin [ (_ T _ ccLO) t + qb (30) _
_- _" ._,
where we have also ignored the relatively minor contribution of the transmitter i "'"
• _ " power to the D.C. component and the curvature of the transmitter wavefront at _.
" the detector. The curvature can be ignored if -{ "
_-._ kf '
i t::"," which is often the case. Examination of the integralin Eq. (30)reveals that
• J! - .
• . which, as can be seen from Eq. (25), is also the d_termining equation for the
- --,_ nulls in the electricfielddistributionin the back focalplane oI our equivalent _ ....
lens. In other words, for optimum performance, the detector perimeter should
i 39
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coincide with the first dark ring of +he signal diEraction pattern. The usc of a
larger detector results in partial cancellation of the detected signal due to the
• ch_e in sign of the electric field in spite of the fact that the detector captures
more of the transmitter energy. The general solution to Eq. (32) was obtsined
numerically and is plotted as a function of T in Fig. 20.
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Figure20. The introductionof a centralobscurationintotheaperturemodifiestheAiry pattern _i_ 2
in the planeof thedetector. This curveis usedto matchtheantennaF-number(f/'2a)to the de- ._: _
t.... r radius(Rop,)so that the detectorcapturesonly thecentraldiskof the signaldiffraction ,,_,-_'-_t:"L',-
_.j pattern.
If we define P_ = E20_a2(1 - 72)/2 as the time averaged power collected
by theapertureand I)LO= El_ 7zR 2 ./2 aS dc localoscillatorpower absorbed
q Op I: *
- by thedetector(uniformilluminationonly},thenthe mean squarevalueof f......
power inthe IF component can be written
Y
l
I
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¢ The signal to noise ratio at the detector is defined as
r I
, i
where i--_ is the mean square current generated in the detector due to the IF
signal and i-_ is the current generated by a particular noise process. The "
quantityi2sis inturngivenby i '-
! -
...tf --
s _'-_'U ) A_212F (35) I
i
where e isthe electronic_mrge,r isthe detectorquantum efficiency,G is ! " " _.,
thedetectorgain(ifany),his_lanck'scons_t,and_i_thephoton_equency. !_-!_-._!_:
In most referencesdealingwithheterodynedetection,themean square signal !-. -..current is g nerally writte in the form _'_.:_,£_
i _' : 2 _h-_-_/ PLo PS (36) [;=_....
Comparing Eqs. (33), (35), and (36), we infer
 kaopt2a
t"
! Noting that the dimensionless parameter kaR opt/f is a function of 7 by virtue
_." of Eq. (32), we can define Ps = P_ _(T) where _
-a -7"-- ,"
[_ r_(y) - 1 -72 [Jl(u) - )'Jl(yu)] d_l iit
g
t_ 4 (k" Ropt)-' [j ' ka R t_ (ka_ til2 '
]
] "_ t
- _ Thus, the time average power _ actually received by the aperture must be }
._ [ multiplied by the factor ._ (y) to obtain the so-called "signal power" Ps which i
appears in the standard ph._todetector equations. The dB value of _H{Y) for .
uniform illumination is plotted versus y in Fig. 21(b). The above
t calculations were performed under the assumption that the local oscillator beam t• _ illuminates the detector uniformly. The efficiency of the receiver can be
improved, however, by focusing the local oscillator energy onto the detector.
.. The most general system one can imagine is one in which the local oscillator iii ll
- _ beam is focused by a separate set of optics into the detector. If we allow the
effective F numbers of the signal and local oscillator optics to be given by Fs
-. and F_o and the respective central obscuratlons to be given by Ys and TLo , we
_' r_obtain(_- the, Ys'TLo'generalresultF_L°) 2
I - TLOJ1 0 _ I(u)-73 Jl(3's u
2 (39)
" /0 ''_ [J1 (u) - )_LO J_ (7_ou)] _ d.u_ur Ut )
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The latter equation is obtained by substituting two electric field distributions of ,_
the form given by Eq. (25) into Eq. (29) and proceeding with the calculations as
: intheuniformlyilluminatedcase. _,
• A system of practicalinterestisone inwhich the detectorcapturesonly
thecentrallobeofthesignalAiry diskbutthelocaloscillatorbeam ispartially _.:_
_ focusedontothedetectorby an unobscuredlens(TLo= 0). Eq. (39)thenreduces
to _g
.N
kaK____2.!
J, J1 (u)- (vu) --
'Ai: _ 2
I - 9'2 1kaRop t F(_LO)fo' '--"u
where kaRopt/f isdefinedas beforeand has been plottedagainst7 in Fig.20.
Eq. (40) is plotted versus the parameter Fs/FLo in Fig. 21(a) for several values
of _,. The limiting value of _H as Fs/FLo --' 0 In the latter figure corresponds
tounfocuseduniform illumAnatlonby the LO. The comparison oftheselimiting
valueswiththeuniform illuminationcurve in Fig.21(b)calculatedusing Eq. (38)
at the points y = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 verifies this relationship. As the LO
beam is focused, the receiver efficiency increases until the first dark rings of
the local oscillator and signal diffraction patterns coincide. Focusing the LO
beam still further causes the first outer intensity rt_g of the diffraction pattern
to fall on the detector resulting in a partial cancellation of the signal at the
intermediate frequency and reducing the overall efficiency of the receiver.
The ratio of the F numbers which results in mmdmum efficiency for a
heterodyne receiver is given by
(4 It)-''. Fs ka opt. 141) _"= 3.83
pt ._ ....
where kaRop t/f is a function of the obscuration ratio y and Is plotted in Fig. 20.
The overlap integral of the two electric field distributions is maximized when the
above condition holds and thus the signal at the intermediate frequency is strongest.
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Figure 21a. The heterodyne detection lass in d8 us o function ot Fs/FLo where Fs is the _.,._'.:"
F-numberof the optical antennaand FLO is the F-numberof the local oscillator focusingoptics.
The limiting values as Fs/FLo -" 0 give the detection efficiency for uniform illumination by the
local oscillator. The efficiency improves as the local oscillator is focusedmoreeffectively on
the detector until the second brigh_ ring of the LO diffraction pattern beginsto fall on the de-
- I_ tector.This results in partial cancellation of tholF signal and reducesthe detection efficiency.
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boundary of the shaded region is the detection efficiency for uniform illumination by the LO. The
upper boundQry is the optimum detection efficiency obtained when the first dark rings of the sig-
nal and LO diffraction patterns coincide with the perimeter of the circular detector. This upper _1
= boundary corresponds to the peaks in Fig. 20(0). The shaded region designates the intermediate _ ......
" range of efficiencies obta inal:',= with partially focused Iota I osci [lutor beams.
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i Of course, in deriving Eq. (38), we have assumed that the total DC local oscillator
power into the detector (and hence the detector shot noise) is held constant. The
; increase in receiver efficiency brought about by focusing the LO occurs because
i we have concentrated a greater fraction of the total LO power near the center
of the detector where the signal intensity is strongest _hereby maximizing the
P _ overlap integral. Upon substitution of Eq. (41) into (40) we obtain
| o,3.83
kaRop t ":
e r /kaRop.\.t :
J, L3.83_ _" "} [J,(u)-9'J,(Tu)]
' 2 (42) :
=_
- '1 j (u) U
"o !
. ][
" _ i
• _ Again, since kaR.^ t/f Is uniquely defined for each value of 7, the latter expres- !slon can be plotte_versus the single parameter T to yield the upper curve in
Fig. 21(b)labeled "Optimally Focused Local Oscillator". The latter curve
represents a lower limit on the detector loss under the assumption that the _
I detector captures only the central lobe of the signal distribution. The losses forpartially focused local oscillator beams (the full central disk of the LO pattern Jdoes not fall on the detector) fall in the shaded region between the two curves.
_" We now consider one final very special ease where the F number of the local
oscillator beam matches the F number of the signal beam (F/FLo = 1) and a
•" mask is constructed over the focusing lens for the local oscillator such that
,, TLO= Ts = y. We obtain from Eq. (39)
rts , T, T, 1 - 2 k'Rv/f
•" 1 - y2 [Jl(u) - 3/J1(Tu)] 2 (43)
, Under the latter conditions, the electric field distributions of the two beams
s_ are identical in the plane of the detector except for a constant amplitude " ,_,-
factor. The resulting equation for the efficiency is identical to Eq. (28) ob-
_ tained for direct detection which was plotted previously in Fig. 19. Unlike the ___
r
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_ situations disc rased previously, the detector dimensions can be enlarged buyond
_. the cent_'al lobe in the signal diffraction pattern without encountering field
_ cance!lation effects,
j,
_' 4.3 Receiver Summary ::
f:
_. Figure 11 gives the dB gain of an unobscured antenna cf radius a for a
wavelength _,. Figure 18 gives the dB loss in received power due to blockage :
of the incoming light by the central obscuration. Figures 19 and 21 give the _..dB loss at the detector for direct detection and heterodyne detection respectively.L
For a direct detection system, the total receiver gain can be obtained by ,
summing the separate contributions from Figs. 11, 18 and 19. Of course, _.
• the effect of lossy optical elements or non-u_ty detector gains and quantum :
_ efficiencies must be separately accotmted for.
In heterodyne (or homodyne) detection systems, the effective receiver gaind_pends on the electric field distributions of the local oscillator and signal beams i
• I" acr_._ss _he detec_r. Good performance is obtained when the first dark rings i
" " surrounding the central Airy disks of the focused signal and LO diffraction pat-
terns coincide with the detector perimeter. The system experiences significant
degradation _:_,-n the LO uniformly illuminates the detector or is only partially i _:
focused on the detector. L_rg.o ._bscuration ratios degrade the receiver gain for i
two reasons: (1) greater blockage of the incoming radiation results; and (2) a I "
smaller fraction of the total received energy is cuntalned within the central lobe.
The total rec_:ver gain is obtained by summing the separate contributions from
Figs. 11, 18 and 21. The optimum ratio of detector size to antenna F number can
be inferred from Fig. 20. The efficieucy of a heterodyne detection system can be | :
further improved by constructing an appropriate mask over the lens which focuses ] •
the local oscillator beam onto the detector. IS the obscuration ratio of the mask
matches the value of the obscuration ratio for the antenna and if the F numbers
of the signal and LO optics are the same, then the field distributions of the two -. _.'i
beams across the face of the detector are identical _xcept for a constant amplt- ii !
tude factor. As a result, the detector size can be enlarged to contain the outer
rings of the diffraction distributions without encountering field cancellation effects.
- In this very special case, the losses are identical to those suffered in a direct _,_detection scheme and the total receiver gain is calculated using Figs. 11, 18 and
_ 19. Systems in which the local oscillator is focused onto the detector require -.
more stringent alignment tolerances 12, however, and care must be taken to insure
( • that the phase fronts of the t_ beams do no.*.vary widely over the detector di-
- _'. mensions, Calculations of the power distributions in the near field and in the " "-
vicinltj_ of the focus for Gaussi_ beams focused through annular apertures have
; been carried out by Holmes et alia The present work assumes that the LO spot
size is large compared to the effective aperture of the focusing lens.
i,
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4.4 An Illustrative Example
We consider a Cassegrainian telescope with a 20-cm diameter primary and
a 4-cm secondary mirror. Thus, we have a = 10 cm and 7 = 0.2. From Fig. 11,
we obtain a value of 95.5 dB at a wavelength of 10.6 microns. This represents
the theoretical upper limit on the gain available from an unobscured antenna
having a diameter of 20 cm. Fig. 18 indicates that 0.2 dB is lost due to blockage
of the incoming radiation by the secondary mirror. If the local oscillator
illuminates the detector uniformly, an ad6itional loss of -3 dB is evident from
Fig. 21(b) yielding a total receiver gain of 92.3 dB. Focusing the LO so that
the two central disks are bacely containe<l within the de_ector raises the receiver
gain to 94.1 dB. The appropriate ratio of detector radius to antenna focal length
can be obtained using the relation ka Rop t/f = 3.67 from Fig. 20.
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AoPE NDIX A
MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATION OF SPHERt.'ZAL
WAVEFI¢ONTS AT AN APERTURE
Consider a spherical wave emanating from a point source a distance R from
_, diffracting aperture as in Fig. A. Consider also a Gaussian amplitude function
superimposed on the wavefront. The electric field a_ the aperture can then be
expressed as
D
, Eo(r 0) = EeJ kr e-r2/_'2
" _ Assuming the curvature of the phase front is much larger than the aperture
• ._, allows us to write the approximation -:
_ "
(R 2 _2,.1.2 L' J;: r -_ + r O) =R + 2"R + ,:. 2R2j
The field can now be approximated by _,,
}, "-"4
_t" 2 + 2/,2 :"
_- Eo(ro') : E t"JkR 0 J kro/ZRe'ro'° "_
: _' where e _kr is a constant phase factor that is lost in a calculation of *.he intensi_v _.,_
at a point beyond the aperture. _,
APERTURE +
" r 'roPOINT
... ._.
Figure AI. Mathematical representGtionof curvedwavefronts at an aperture•
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APPENDIX B
SECOND ORDER PERTURBATION ANALYSIS OF ;.
, OBSCURED APERTU-RES
We are interested_ obtainingan approximateanalyticalsolutionto the
transcendental equation
}
l
2a2 _ 1 e-_2(*-y2)= I.- (17) :
2a292 + 1
In Secti_-n 4, we obtained the selation a 0 = 1.12 for the special case 7 = O.
_" ; We will assume that an approximate solutior, of the form !
• , :
. .
ct.%_o+ _a, + $2a2 i
g
: can be obtained where al and a 2 are the first and second order corrections to _
the zer<:th order solution a 0 for small 7, and 5 is a dimensionless parameter
whica simply monitors the relative magnitudes of the individual terms. Since y2 is i
the perlrarbing quantity in equation (17), we associate a factor of _ with each
factor of .y2 Ignoring terms of order _ or higher allows us to rewrite, (17) _
" _ (aftermuch algebra)as ;".
l-
"u
-.. i (2a_ + I) + 8(4_0ai)+ _2(4ao_2 + 2o_) ,_
,_ : e o + _(_ +2%%)
Collecting terms of zero orde r in _ gives . ..-
I .o,2
[ (2a_ +l) e o_ 1
which is the defining equation for _o with the solution % = 1.12.
AAAA-056
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_s
_. Collecting terms of first order in _ aud solving for a I gives
_-" t
=2
_ o.o e 0 :
2
;':.. 2(2 - eCLo)
= The terms of second order in _ result in an equation for a 2 , that is
- ! [4a.ca.172+ 2q + 4a.2o_2+ 4o..,_a].7 2 3a._'X4] 2a '
a'2 = - _
_. 2%(2 - e_'_) _
e
5. _ : 2.12 .y4.
{_ Thus, to second order _e optimum aperture to beamwidth ratio for maximum
axial gain for an arbitrary obscuraUon ratio is given by
- .... i ,__,_o+_ +,_ : 1.i2- 1.3072+2.12-,/. (18> _"
i Comparisons of the above approximation to exact solutions of equation (13) _.
obtained on a compu_r for several test values of 7 indicate an accuracy to _ -,
within _1% for '7 < 0.4.
i,
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APPENDIX C
PROGRAM P- GAIN
The program, which has been named P-Gain, for power gain, is written in
FortranIV inthe complex double-precisionmode and computes near and far '
! fieldantennagain patterns.Eq. (12),
. g_r(a,13,y,×) = 2a2 e'z"e-_2"J0(X _'u)du] (12) :-
[ reproduced here from Section 3.1, is the basis for the c_culation. The program _
-" _ owes its bulk, somewhat, to the injection of a large number of auxiliary comments ;"
and to therathersophisticatedplottingtechnique(Wolfplot)emp]-yed. !
Care is taken to insure accuracy while a_tempting to incorporat._ speed into _ "
I the computation. The integra*.ion is nerformed by a slightly modified version of
_ " i'
: _ a double precision 12-point Gaussian quadrature subroutine. The routine was
revised to allow complex integration thereby reducing the computation time of
". _ the program by approximately one-half. ]
-- _ The separation oi the annular region of the antenna aperuLre into integrable _ • .:_.
divisions to obtain sufficient accuracy was determined by analyzing the integrand. _ . ,:
._ Location of the observation point, i.e. its perpendicular distance to the optical i: :_!_!i
il axis in the near or far field, dictates whether the Bessel .function or the complex -
• _ exponential function has the higher frequency of oscillation. The number of
,_ half cycles of the faster oscillating function prescribes the number of regions
of integration in the program. The integration limits for each quadrature "
": i integration are then taken over each half cycle of that function. !_ '-_'_-:----.
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._ //ETBJK!'L;t JOB (ET0021t_ttt_.-T,EOOO53,OO30021_I29,I_SGLEVEL=I P-GAIN \
: /i I_XEC 7'2_TRANH _
IISOURCE.SISIN UD x_ ._
_- C [HIS _;_UGRA['_ HAS THE CAPABILITY TU CALCULATE mNL, PLUT PO_Ek GAIN CURVES "&
_t
C FOR A_ALYTICALLY EXPRESSAI_LE CIRCULARLY SYI-.;_ET_|C SOURCE FUNCTIO._S ]I,:CIDE_] -_-,
_- C ON ()BST_,UCTEU AND UNUBS1aUCTEU CIRCULAR APERTURES. THE CURVES _RE RELATIVE
C TU A GAIN FACTOR (4_=PICA/_JAVELENGTHv_2|, HHERE A IS ThE APERT_,,_E AREA. "_
_. ARE CIRCULAR _,'_O CENTRALLY LL}CATE0 ThE "_C THE fJttSTRUCT IONS ASSUFLE HITHI;,,C APERTURE. THE t.NCIDENT FIELD IS ASSUF,EO NUR,-IAL TO THE APEH.IUKE _-.'ITHTHE
_ C CAPABILITY OFBEING SEPARATED INTO AMPLITUDE A,',,UPHASE CO_.,PUNENTS.C P-GAIN HAS wRITTEN SPECIFICALLY _UR LASER COMF;UNCIATIO,_,S FUR THE ANALYSIS
;-L C I.IFCASSEGRAINIAN AN_'EN_'_S. TO UI_TAIN THE RE=,}UIREu ACCURACY IT v;AS ',K]_TTEN
(_..= C IN bi_dOLc PRECISION. -_
_ C ALL CALCUI.ATIO,',_SHErE _-IAL)EI,_ SPHERICAL CUL_KDI_,,ATES AS DISPLAYED IN
C X-DOCUMENT x-524-73-1r_5. _.
C
C PROGRAM P-GAIN - BEGIN P|AIN
c
IMPLICIT REAL_=d (B-H,O-ZI
C THE LETTER A HILL NUT dE DEFINED TO dE ObJBLE PRECISIOr. t_UT USEO FOR SI,',iGLE +
C PRECISI(IN ARRAY ."JA_-IESBECAUSE P.OLFPLOT PLOTTING _UUTINES :'.'ILL,.,L,TACCEPT
C DOUBLE PRECISION ARRAYS. ;¢
C DEFINE AS CUP_PLEX THE FOLLOWING - _.
CO_PLEX_'-I6 SUP,EXP,FEXP,SEXP,DCUNJG I:
C FEXP - A FUHCTION EXTERNAL T(I THE _-.AIN PRUGRA:-. AND INTEL,,_A,',OuP IHE CU.'_PLEX
C INTEGRATIt_N SUBROUTINE CD'JGI2 _
C SEXP - THE RESULTANT OF THE CO;4PLEX INTEGRAl ION SU,._ROUTIi'_E.
C SUFIEXP - THE SO,4 OF THE RESULTANTS FROM TME COriPLEX INTEGRATIUI'_ SUbRUUTI,':E. _ :. "
C I)COI".JG- A DOUBLE PRECISION EXTERNAL FUNCTION CO_'JUf,AI[':(. SU,4EXv. [ -
C DIMENSION AI'.'DEFINE AS SINGLE PRECISIUN THE ARK'_Y ,";AF.ES;
RE_.L_'4 AGAII_(ZOI),AGAIhU(201),AXI(201) --
C AXI = A PLf)TTI;,,(.,PAKAP_ETER FUR OFF AXIS DISTAKCE WMICH ._CCOUNTS FOR l_'IE _' .
-- _ C BEAN SPREAD,,
C AGAIN : G_'I_i ,-_'_"
C AGAIND = GAIN IN DECI_'_ELS "__ 1 _--"
C DEFINE AS SINGLE PRECISION THE THREE VARIABLES YMIN, YSAVE, A_,.)X'C._VE HHICF. "
DATA NOCHARI+4,G/ ....
EXTERNAL FEXP,DCON.!G I.='.'_""_
C(.MM()N DELTA, BETA,XI ,GA/.If.IA _"..-_._;_
C INITIALIZE THE HOLFPLUT PLOTTING ROUTINE
CALL PLOtST (2001,4) _.._P_"-_
._" ,
• I
AAAA-059
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..... Z ............. _ ......
m
10 FFtV,i,'AT (3D15.5I
! 20 FI]RIIA( ( =O=t6X,=DELTA_,IIX_=BETA21tIOX, IX]H, Xt_IOX_IGAMMA i) :
30 FORI'-AT (= THE PRUGRAY. HAS BEEN CO;,1PLETED I )
! i 40 Ft'IRHAT ('O',IX,'DFF AXIS DISTANCEatSX,'GAIN',I4X, tGAIN IN OB I) "
50 FURh_,T IFIS.4,6X,FI3.4,bx,F]3.4)
; 60 FORMAT (212,D16.5) _.
70 Ff_RI._AT(4D15.5) }
MTEST=O
i C hTEST IS USED AS A TEST FOR THE NUHBER OF DATA SETS (MCARDS) READ i.
_O HEAD (5t60| NCARDS_HCAkDS,XIM_.X I
t C MCAkDS = THE NU&_HEK OF SETS IJF DATA CARDS DICTATING THE NUMBER OF GRAPHS. ;
i C [':CARDS = THE NUHBER OF CARDS IN A SET t)F DATA CARDS DICTATING THE NUMBER OF )
; C L.LI!_.VESPER GRAPH.
i C XI_AX = K#A_SINITHETAI4AX) _,IHEH_ A IS N0H THE APERTURE RADIUSt K IS THE "-'
! C F'R{;PAGATIr)H CONSTANTtTHETAI..AX IS A MAXI,,_UM ANGLE _';HICH ACCUUNTS FUR THE i
i. C PATTERN SPREAD_ AND XIMAX IS CHOSEN AS THE :_AXIHUM DISTANCE FRU;'_THE AXIS
_ C [H_'I"ONE I._ISHES TO EJtISE_.VEThE PATTERN AN[) IS THE MAGNITUDE OF THE MAXIHUM
C VALUE ()F THE ABSCISSA. i
•_,xtr.AX=XIHAX
( AXI 'IN=-XI AX i
_" -_: C AXIMAX AND AXIMIN ARE /-,,".Xlt,.Ut-,AND HI,_I:4UM X-AXIS PLOTTING PARA,4ETEHS. ,_
I _'JTEST=O i
": " • C ,',TEST IS USED AS A TEST FUk A SET UF D},TA CA_S (NCARDS) TO DE t_E_O IN
- - i C I_OIVl=-,.1'..,v: EACH 0ATA CA_E) CEJNTAINS VALUES FOR DELTA_ BETA, A;_U GAMMa.
•"_TEST =;V'TEST+ I I "
_ CALL CuNDNS
(
- i C SET tIP SUBJECT SPACE Fuk PL,JTTING I
• CALL ObRID {AXI|_IH,AXII'.AX,ID_'t-).I '_I.-4O.O,O.0_H_=FS.I =_I_UI
"i. _. C CCIMPLETE TICK /-ARK3 AL(J;_(.TIIE TUP OOHUER OF THI- G,_APH
. | CALL fJGRI0 IAXININ,AXI_'_AX_IO_'FS.I 'tO,O.O_-Z+O.0_O_'F5.1 ',U_IUI
C COI,I-'LETE TICK ,_AKKS ALUNt, THE RIGIT t_ORUER uF THE GRAPH _.
I. CALL I}GR,IL) (AXI;_AX_AXIt',If,,_O_=Fb.I _U_-_O.(I_O.O_tF5.1 =_O_lO}
_ ). 9(J READ (5,I0) I.it-LTA,d.ETA2,GANL-_A i-" i C DELTA = A/'.oOe HHEHE A : APERTURE RADIUS AhlD WO = THE GAUSSIAN ffEAh WIDTH.
:- _ C r_ETA2 = BETAI2PIC t_L-TA= (K_A_'_'_I2)=(I/KI+I/R), WHERE K=2_xPIIWAVELENGTH_ R=THE DISTANCE |
! C HETWEEN A PnINT IN TME APERTURE AN(.)THE OBSERVATION POINT_ AND RI IS THE
--".: liT- _ C I)ISTANCE FR(JI4THE SOURCE TO THE POINT IN THE APERTURE. b
C GAMMA = BIA - THE FRACTION UF TIIE APERTURE TO BE f.JBSCUKED_ WHERE b = THE F
.._: .- ." _ C RADILIS UF ,HE CENTRAL UBSCU.'AT"_,, I_'_
i NTESI -;.TFST+I
:" WRITE (6,20}
F. :'..' HRITE (h_ O) DELiA,_r_ETA;.',xi,,AX;(,,'-._MAf WRITE (6_40)--". L DO 17( I=l,lOl
. .- ! |
g
]: -
L _
AAAA-060
• i
J
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_
N.o
g2
w
FSUb=I-1 2C DEFINE THE X-AXIS ARRAY AXI
_° XI=XIMAX-FSUB_XIMAX/IOOoDO z
@_ AXIll)=XI' K=202-I
AXIIKI:-X1 4P1=3.1415926C0
BETA=BETA2*2*_I
C CALCULATE THE INTEGRAL NUMBEI_ OF HALF CYCLES IN TIIE INTERVAL (0,1) HY (I)
." C I)IVIOIN3 THE ARGUMENT OF THE COMPLEX EXPONENTIAL BY Pit W'4ICH IS NL_ OR (Z)
i C IJIVIDING THE AR(;UNENT OF THE _ESSEL FUNCIIUN BY Pit WNIC- IS N2,NI=BETAIPI+I,DO
_- N2=XI/PI+I,DO
I C WHICH OSCILLATES FASTER (THE EXPONENTIAL UR THE _ESSEL FUNCTION) WILL
C I)ETERMINE THE NUH_ER OF CYCLES OVER WHICH TO CARRY OuT THE INTEGRATION TU
C ASSURE ACCURACY OF THE SECONDARY PATTERN, FARTHER FRON THE AXIS THE _ESSEL
. FUNCTION S NTICIPATED TO OSCILLATE FASTER AND WILL THEREFORE RESULT IN A
C LARGER NUI.IBER OF HALF CYCLES TAKEN WITHIN THE A,_NULUS OF THE APERTURE,
• _ NHCYC=F;AXO (N I ,fJ2 ) .
L C INITIALIZE THE LUWER AND UPPER INTEGRATION LI¢._ITS KL AND RH_ RESPECTIVELY,
•" RL=GAMNAe=Z
IF (NHCYC,EO.NI) GC] TU 100
_. " C IF Xl EOUALS ZERU (THOUGH NOT LIKELY) AN ERROR HILL _E DETECTED IN CUF_PUTING
:-" " " I C KH INRH=IPIIXII**21FTHEIxI,EO,O,DoINEXTSTEP, GoTHEREFURETuII0 TU AVOID THIS A TEST IS _ADE FIRST, "GO TO 120
C IF _EFA EOUALS ZERO AN ERROR WILL _E DETECTED IN COMPUTING RH IN ThE NEXT
C STEPe ,HEKEFURE TO AVOID T_IS A TEST IS MADE FIRST.
TOO IF (_ETA,EOoD,O0)" GO TO 110
RH=PI/HETA
GO T[) 120 ' '
110 RH=I,DO
-' 120 CONTINUE _.
C INITIALIZE INTEGRAL _LUES TO ZERO '.'>;"
" .. C CnMPUTE THE INTEGRALS
-._ _ C THE INTEGRATION IS CARRIED OUT OVER EACH HALF CYCLE AND SUhHED TOGETHER .
C IN SUHEXP IN THE FULLDWI_IG OU LUOP,
00 150 J=I,NHCYC
C TEST TO SEE IF LOWER LIMIT IS GREATER THAN UPPER LIMIT. IF IT IS_ THE
"_ IF (RH.LE,RL} GO TO 130
: IF (RH,GT°I,DO) RH=I.DO
• . CALL CDOG12 (RL,RH_FEXP,SEXP)
g
! "
a. |
AAAA-061
|1
4
I
i SUMEXP=$UMEXP+SEXP
C SET LONER LIMIT EOUAL TO THE UPPER LIMIT AND ADD ONE HORE HALF CYCLE TO RH. "
t RL=RHf 130 IF (NHCYC.EO,NI) GO TO 140
| C LABLED LINE 23 TESTS FO_ THE METHOD BY WHICH NHCYC WAS CHOSEN (NItN2) SO
C AS TO DIRECT THE PROGRAM TO INCREMENT BY OkE HALF CYCLE THE CORRECT UPPER
_ C LIMIT RH,
r IF {X|.EO,O.UO) GO TO 160
I RHslDS_RTIRHI+PIIXI)**2 {GO TO 150
140 IF (BETA.EQ.O.DO) GO TO 160
I RH=RH ETA
150 CONTINUE
C tABLED LINE 21 SERVES AS A JUMPING POINT OUTSIDE THE ABOVE LOOP TO AVOID
I C REDUNDANT CALCULATIONS HHEN RL=RH.160 C[)NTINUE _ .C COMPUTE THE VALUE OF "THE GAIN _ ,
BGAIN=2.OO_(DELTA_*2)_SUMEXP_OCO_;JG|SUMEXP)
i AGAINIlI=BGAIN• AGAIN(K)=BGAIN
i 170 CONTINUE _
C[]NVERT THE GAIN DISTRIBUTION TO DECIBELS AND DEFINE IHE Y-AXIS ARRAY AGAIND
C
" DU 180 l=It201 -_
'- " " ,I AGAIND(1)=IO.'ALOGIO(AGAIN(I}) iIBO WRITE (6,50) AXI{I)_AGAINII),A&AIND(1)
• "_" _' C THE PROGRAM FROM THIS POINT TO LABEL 17 PI.UTS THE GAIN DISTRIBUTIU_ IN DB _ "
C AND EXTRAPOLATES THE CURVE TO YMIN WHEN AG,%IND F_LLS BELOW Yi41N. i
,'-.. YMIN=-40.U
I=l
IF (AGAIND(1).LT.YM!N) GO TO 210
• C PLOT GAIN DISTRIBUTION A_OVE YMIN
,.' 190 IO=I
CALL INCORE (BETA2vBCHAR_I5tlt592vO)
-. DO 200 I-I_200
;- IF {AGAINDiI+I).GE.YMIN) GO TO 200
. XSAVE=AXI(I+I)
. _ _ YSAVE=AGAINLiiI+I)
-- AXI(I+I_=AXIil)+(AXIiI.I)_AXI(!II_iYMIN_AGAI;.D{I)I/IAGAINDiI+II_AG
IAIND{I))
• "z AGAIND(I+II=YMIN
• "-: ,.." AHDLD=75,-Io
- _ CALL PLUTS (AXI(IO)_AGAINO(IO)_I+2-10_OoO_O,O,O_O_OoO_D_I_O,O_O°O_
"._ IO.O_O_BCHAR(2)_NOCHAR_AHOLDtO_O)
I=I+l
AXI(1)_XSAVE
-. _ _
58 I_
 -062
J
• "d ,i
B
p
• .J
f.
.?
AGAIND(1)=YSAVEGU TO ZXU
200 C_NTINUE "_
i C THIS PLOTS THE'TAIL UF THE GAIN DISTkIBUTION ABOVE YHIN OR THE WHOLE
C t}ISTRIBUTI|JN IF AGAIND NEVER DHUPS _ELUW YHIN, ._
AHOLD=70,-IO _
CALL PLOTS (AXI(IOltAGAINDIIO)_2h2-1OtO.OtOtO,OtO_O.OtO_ttO.OtO.Ot
[O.OvO,L_CHAR{2)tNOCHARtAHUL:_tOtO)
i G[} TU 230
210 Dr} 220 I=ItZUO
IF (AGAINDII+II,LT.YMIN) GU TO 22(}
AXIIII=AXIIII+(AXX(I II)=(YMIN-AGAI,_O(1))I(AGAIND(I+II-AGAI
INDIII) I
AGAINDII)=YMIN
_'_ G/! TO 190'
220 CUNT NUE
C RETURN Ft)R _EW DATA CARD
230 IF {NTuST,LToNCARDS) GO TO 9()
C THE NEXT F[IUR CALL SI"ATEMENTS ARE TO LABEL THE AXES _ND ADVANCE THE FI_ANE
C TfJ PLftT A t4EW SET UF CURVES,
CALL Ri)TLET (1.570_}
CALL VERLIN it)BUT RUTCAF NIAG REHOPI,ZZ_.25_5,5_0,0)
CALL ROTLET lO.O)
CALL HORLIN (_X - K_A_SINiThETA)=_[9_5,2_.60,O_O)
CALL FRNADV
C RETURN FF_R NEW DATA SET
IF (MTEST,LT,hCARDS) GO TO BO
CALL SETfiLK {999}
CALL ENDPLT :-
WRITE (8,30)
RETURN
ENO
C COMPLEX DOUBLE PRECISION GAUSSIAN INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE.
SURRt_UTINE CD_G12 (XL,XU_FCT_Y)
IMPLICIT REAL_H (A-H_O-Z)
COHPLEX_I6 FCT_Y
A=.5OO_(XU+XL)
_=XU-XL
C=,_907RO31712_35_6_DO_
Y=,Z35H7668193255q_D-I_(FCTIA+C)+FCT(A-C))
C=,_b20586281_23743DO_B
_=Y 9662997659215D-I_(FCT(A+C)+FCT(A-C))
C:.3H_gsx3370971523_DO_
Y=Y+,Roo3gx6_271673110-l_(FCT(A+C)+FCT(A-C))
C=.293658977I_330872OO_B
! I
_ o
i . iG_
 063
Y=Y+.IOI5B37133(_I53296DO_(FCT(A+C)+FCT(A-C))C=.I8391574949909010DO_B
Y=Y+.II674626R26917740DO_(FCT(A+C)+FCT(A-C))
C=.62616706255734658D-I_B
Y=B_(Y+._2457352290670ISgOO=(FCTIA+C)+FCT(A-C))) iRETURN
"_ END i
C O(}UBLE PRECISION BESSEL FUNCTION SUBROUTINE.
SUBROUTIHE DBESJ (X,N,BJ,D,IER)
i IMPLICIT REAL_8 (A-H,O-Z) {
BJ=O.DO
IF (N_ 10,20,20
I0 IER=I
RETURN
_, 20 IF (X) 30,30,40
| 30 I ER=2
RETURN
._ 40 IF (X-15.DO) 50,50,60 i
"- _ 50 NTEST=2OoDO+IO.DO_X-X_(2,/3.)
GO TO 70 !
" . | 60 NTEST=90.DO+X/2.DO
70 IF (N-NTEST) 90t80_80 _ . :
• 80 IER=4 I .,_
RETURN I
90 IER=O
NI:N+I
_PREV=O.DO IC
l" C CO=4PUTE STARTING VALUE OF MC
._.- IF (X-S.DO) IO0,110,IlO | ._
- .. "'. I00 HA=X+6.DO -. _-
GO TO 120 _- ! i"£_
II0 MA=Io4DO*X+bO.DOIX "- '
-:._L_.,_ 12oIx=x
HB=N+IX/_+2 _i
_" MZE_O=_AXO(MA,M_)
_L.. • I C
_,,:_'i C SET UPPER LIMIT OF h
_ : M_,AX=NTEST
] OO 210 M=MZE_UtMMAX_3
C
C SET F(M)tF(M-I)
C
1
... -_ !
_o
 -064
- f
B
AAAA-065
ti
EPS=I.D-O5
IF {X-EPS) 20,20,30
20 BJ=I.ODO
GO TU 50
I 30 CALL DBESJ (X,OtBJ,EPStIER)
IF {IER.NE.O) GO fO 40
GO TO 50
r 40 WqITE {6,]0) IER
C AMP : THE AMPLITUDE OF THE INCIDENT SOURCE FUNCTION.
50 AMP=DEXP(-iDELTA**2)*U)
C DEFINE THE ARGUMENT OF THE EXPOi_cNTIAL AS COMPLEX.
ARG:{O,DO,I.DO)*BETA*UFEXP=CI)EXP{ARG)*AMP BJ
! RETURNEND
• I*
II EXEC LOADER,REGION.GO=2OOK
, _ /IGO.SYSLIB DD DSN=SYS2,WOLFPLOT,DISP=SHR
IIGO.PLOTAPE DD DCB=I,DEN:I),LABEL=(tBLP,,OUT)yUNIT=(7TRACK_DEFER),
II DSN:BJKKLEIN,VOL=SER=(TD5600)
.... I/GO.DATA5 00 * ;
- 410 20.D00
1.121000 1. 4D00 O.ODO0
" " " _ 1.121D00 1.4000 O.ODO0 "_121D 0 2.02D 0 0
1.121D00 2,44D00 O.ODO0
410 20.0001.121DOO O.ODOO O.ODO0
_ 1.121000 0.52D00 O.ODO0
1.121D00 1,22D00 O.ODO0 !
1.121DOO 1.710OO O.O000
410 20.DO0 ! "
l.lOgDOO I.05000 O.IDOO
I.I09D00 1,41DOO O.IDO0
IOI090OO 2.O40OO O.IOO0 "_
_.I09D00 2.47000 O.IDO0
410 2O.DO0 J'-
1.1o9ooo o.ouco 0.1bOO
1.1o9ooo o.530o0 0.ID00 :i
1.109000 1.23000 O,IDO0 ._,._:_:I.I09D00 1.73000 O. IDOO
410 20.000 m- '
1.074D00 1.08000 0.2000
1.074D00 1.46D00 O,ADO0
1.07_D00 2.1000 0.2000 r.-
- _.,_
t m
i
i
AAAA-066
.9.
@.
k
4"
1.074D00 2. 55000 U. 2L)O0
# " _,I_> 20.D00
_. i ,07400U O, ODO0 O, 2000
•," 1. 074D00" 0,541)0(l O. 2DO0
' ":_. I .074b00 i, 27D00 0,2DUO
_. 1,074000 I • 7oDO0 O, 2000
_. 410 20,000
-_"" 1.0281)00 i •13D00 0.3D00
(_ 1,028000 i, 55000 O. 3000
_i" I. 02_ DO0 2.21 uo0 0,3000
,_ i,02HDO0 2.6YUO0 O,3UO0
• 410 20 .DUO
_c 1,02_DOO O. OL)UO O, 3DO0
_, I. o? _c'O0 0.57GO0 (,),3000
_" I•()2_IDO0 i•34000 0,3000
I.b2F_DO0 I ,boW()(.} 0.3DO0%' 41o 2o.ooo
_. o. 976{.)o0 i .21000 0.4(.)()u
-z 0,976L)OU I•6900(; 0. _'l)h(}
,,_ 0 •9761300 2 •39DOL) 0.4DO0 "
0.978000 2.92000 0 4000
. _. 410 20.000 ,,
) __ 0.976D00 O, 00000 0,4D00 :
" "_ 0°9761100 0.61000 O. 4D00 ',,
;z
. 0. 976000 I. 45000 0,_I}00 .,
.e 0._76000 2.04bOO 0.4000
!_ _
<
i"
:_.
i"
AAAA
